Fairmont Kea Lani follows the Maui County Mask Mandate requiring all guests, colleagues and resort visitors to wear a face mask covering the nose and mouth while in all public spaces.

People are required to maintain a minimum of 6-feet of physical separation from all other persons outside your family group or immediate party.

**FACE MASKS ARE NOT REQUIRED IN THE FOLLOWING INSTANCES:**

- While actively eating and drinking
- Facial services that require access to the nose or mouth
- Swimming at the pool or beach
- While exercising
- While outdoors so long as 6’ distancing is maintained
- *(NOTE: Guests must wear face covering while service is being provided)*
- Individuals who are or those communicating with someone who is hearing impaired
- Individuals who cannot wear a mask or facial covering due to an existing medical condition
- Children under the age of 5 years

Face masks are available at the front desk and venues.